
 

V- Katta (नाण्याची दुसरी बाजू) 

Revealing the hidden talents of Vidyalankar 

Faculty and Staff, 3rd October 2020 

 
Our faculty and staff members are skilled in their respective field but apart from their 

professional aspect, some are also master in various activities like singing, drawing, 

acting, writing etc. These skills can be put forth before all faculty, staff members and 

students. V-Katta is an interactive session organized to recognize hidden talent of faculty 

and staff. They can motivate others to nurture their hobbies. The event was in the form 

of online gathering of all speakers who were interviewed by some faculty and their other 

talents was showcased in front of the viewers. 

  

Faculty and Staff members of VIT, VP and VSIT, were identified with their inherent passion and hobby. 

An interactive session was scheduled in which they revealed hidden secretes of their passion. Speakers 

were asked various questions related to their hobby and about their achievements. At the end of the 

program, speakers showcased their respective skills and talent. The program was concluded with vote 

of thanks. 

Invitees 

1. Dr Amit Oak, COO, VIT (Acting) 

2. Dr Anjali Deshpande, Ex-HOD, ETRX (Singing) 

3. Prof Madhavi Amondkar, VSIT (Mimicry) 

4. Mr Bhupesh Hate, FE, VIT (Painting) 

5. Mr Satish Gode, Security Officer (Ex-IAF) 

Takeaways 

Dr Amit Oak focused on his journey of acting and narrated how he got inspired by the work of an 

eminent personalities like Dr Kashinath Ghanekar, Laxmikant Berde etc. He mentioned that there is 

hard work in any field. Dr Anjali Deshpande mentioned her journey of singing. She connected music 

with soul. Prof Madhavi Amondkar expressed her thoughts about mimicry. She said that ‘observation’ 

is the key requirement of mimicry. Mr. Bhupesh Hate showcased his mesmerizing paintings and 

discussed the journey of colors from artist’s mind to paper. Mr Satish Gode, who is an Ex Air Force 

Employee, shared his thrilling experience of Kargil war. He explained about daily life of people 

working in arm forces. The session motivated and entertained all the faculty, staff, and students.  
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